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DNA databases
• DNA profiles lend themselves 
to database storage and 
searches
–Database searches
–Familial searches
–Database analyses
• Matching DNA profiles are 
exceedingly rare
DNA profile
Consider cold hits
CODIS (Combined Offender DNA Index 
System)
Maintained by the FBI
Contains 9,993,800 offender profiles 
as of October, 2012.
Assisted in 185,300 investigations
What weight should be given to DNA 
evidence?
• Probable Case
– Suspect is first 
identified by non-DNA 
evidence
– DNA evidence is used 
to corroborate 
traditional police 
investigation
• Cold Hit Case
– Suspect is first 
identified by search of 
DNA database
– Traditional police 
work is no longer 
focus
What weight should be given to 
DNA evidence?
Statistics do not lie.
But, you have to pay close attention to the 
questions they are addressing.
RMP: The chance that a randomly chosen, 
unrelated individual from a given 
population would have the same DNA 
profile observed in a sample.
The Problem: Ascertainment bias
• A byproduct of identifying an individual 
from a database search. 
–Ascertainment bias is statistical effect 
of fact suspect first identified by 
search of a database
–How must RMP be modified? 
NRC I & NRC II
• Position: Both say ascertainment bias 
makes the link between suspect and crime 
scene DNA weaker—less probative.
• Rationale: As the size of the database 
searched increases, so does the chance 
that you will find a match to the crime 
scene profile by chance.
NRC I & NRC II
• Example: If you are looking for someone named 
“Rembrandt,” the likelihood of finding matches 
greatly increases if you search US census data 
versus a local phone book.  How impressed you 
are at finding a “Rembrandt” decreases as the size 
of the phone book increases.
What weight should be given to DNA 
evidence?
• Probable Case
– Suspect is first 
identified by non-DNA 
evidence
– DNA evidence is used 
to corroborate 
traditional police 
investigation
– RMP = 1 in 100 million
• Cold Hit Case
– Suspect is first 
identified by search of 
DNA database
– Traditional police work 
is no longer focus
– RMP = 1 in 100 million
Which is more damning evidence?
What weight should be given to DNA 
evidence?
• Probable Case
– Suspect is first 
identified by non-DNA 
evidence
– DNA evidence is used 
to corroborate 
traditional police 
investigation
– RMP = 1 in 100 million
• Cold Hit Case
– Suspect is first 
identified by search of 
DNA database
– Traditional police work 
is no longer focus
– RMP = 1 in 100 million
– DMP = roughly 1 in 10
Which is more damning evidence?
What weight should be given to 
DNA evidence?
Statistics do not lie.
But, you have to pay close attention to the 
questions they are addressing.
RMP: The chance that a randomly chosen, 
unrelated individual from a given 
population would have the same DNA 
profile observed in a sample.
Familial searching
• Database search yields a close but imperfect 
DNA match
• Can suggest a relative is the true perpetrator
• Great Britain performs them routinely
• Reluctance to perform them in US since 1992 
NRC report
• Current CODIS software cannot perform 
effective searches
Parentage testing
Paternity
• Who is the father?
Mom
(13, 14)
Dad 1
(12, 14)
Dad 2
(13, 17)
Dad 3
(19, 21)
Child
(13, 19)
?
?
?
Paternity
• 13 comes from mom
• Dad 3 is only person with a 19
Mom
(13, 14)
Dad 3
(19, 21)
Child
(13, 19)
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Randomized Individuals
Simulated Cousins
Simulated Siblings
Is the true DNA match a relative or a 
random individual?
• Given a closely matching profile, who is 
more likely to match, a relative or a 
randomly chosen, unrelated individual?
• Use a likelihood ratio
Is the true DNA match a relative or a 
random individual?
• This more difficult question is ultimately 
governed by two considerations:
– What is the size of the alternative suspect 
pool?
– What is an acceptable rate of false 
positives?
What weight should be given to 
DNA evidence?
Statistics do not lie.
But, you have to pay close attention to the 
questions they are addressing.
RMP: The chance that a randomly chosen, 
unrelated individual from a given 
population would have the same DNA 
profile observed in a sample.
DNA database searches have 
occasionally raised questions
• Michigan v. Gary Leiterman
– Evidence: blood found on victim’s hand
– Cold hit to a 4-year-old boy
• R v. Sean Hoey
– Evidence: explosive device
– Cold hit to a 14-year-old boy
• Jaidyn Leskie inquest (Australia)
– Evidence: clothing from deceased
– Cold hit to a rape victim
Analyses of DNA databases
• Perform all pairwise profile comparisons
– the “Arizona Search”
• Analyze profile similarity
– Count number of matching loci and 
alleles
Arizona search results
• 65,493 Profiles
–122 pairs matched at 9 of 13 loci
–20 pairs matched at 10 of 13
–1 pair matched at 11 of 13
–1 pair matched at 12 of 13
Victoria State database analysis
>11,000 profiles each compared to all others 
across 9 loci:
Shared alleles Observed occurrences
14 401
15 27
16 1
17 16
18                         many
Aussie Bump
# Matching    
Alleles
14 15 16 17
# Observed 401 27 1 16
300
100
20
1

DNA databases
• DNA profiles lend themselves 
to database storage and 
searches
–Database searches
–Familial searches
–Database analyses
• Matching DNA profiles are 
exceedingly rare
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